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Discuss these questions together:
 Where did you see Jesus at work in your life this week?
 Read 2 Samuel 24 together. What is one thing that stands out to you
in this reading?
 Which character do you most identify with in this chapter right now?
Why?

1. A sense of ____________________________________________________________________ makes for a bad god.
 Describe a time when you made a bad decision and it effected others
negatively? Did you take responsibility or not? Why?
 Who do you have in your life that you have given the ability to hold you
accountability?
2. Security is not about minimizing

______________________________________

as much as it is

maximizing our _____________________________________________________________________________________of God.

 Is there someone you need to repent towards? How can you do that
this week?

Support received for SCF November 11, 2018
Needed: $44,809

3. Community is a

_______________________________________________________________

Given: $28,978

Under: $15,831

aspect of security.

November Prayer Focus:
4. Be quick to ________________________________________________________________________________________ and take
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ .

Please join with us and pray for increased gratitude in our lives. Pray that we be
people who see life through the lens of gratitude. Help us to be intentional in
expressing gratitude to others and help SCF, as a church speak life and
encouragement to our community.
Next Steps of Gratitude:







Tell someone face to face how much they mean to you
Write a thank you note to your child’s teacher or a co-worker
Focus on giving genuine compliments to those you hardly know (waiter,
bus driver, etc.)
Bake cookies and give them to your neighbors
Make a meal for a friend to thank them for being part of your life
Download the Gratitude Journal app and use it every day this month
(Grateful: A Gratitude Journal)

